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Abstract—Classification algorithms have been widely adopted in big recommendation systems, e.g., products, images and advertisements, under the common assumption that the data source is clean, i.e., features and labels are correctly set. However, data collected from the field can be unreliable due to careless annotations or malicious data transformation. In our previous work, we proposed a two-layer learning framework for continuous learning in the presence of unreliable anomaly labels, it worked perfectly for two use cases, (i) detecting 10 classes of IoT attacks and (ii) predicting 4 classes of task failures of big data jobs. To continue this study, now we will challenge our framework with image dataset.

The first layer of quality model filters the suspicious data, where the second layer of classification model predicts data instance’s class. As we focus on the case of images, we will use widely studied datasets: MNIST, Cifar10, Cifar100 and ImageNet. Deep Neural Network (DNN) has demonstrated excellent performances in solving images classification problems, we will show that two collaborating DNN could construct a more robust and high accuracy model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large amount of user-generated data powers up machine learning based applications in our daily life. Labeled data (especially for images) from search engine provides a fast and cheap way to build the large-scale dataset. But it also inevitably introduces some incorrect labels. For examples, if we want to construct an image dataset of "airplane", with keyword "airplane", Google Image can give us a very good first result. But we can also notice that there are not only airplane images, they have also images: airplane interior, airplane runway, airplane structure sketch and Cartoon airplane.

To solve this problem, a simple way to clean the data, it’s to find a domain expert to remove or relabel the suspect data in a preprocessing stage. However large-scale annotated datasets with high-quality label annotations are not always available for new domain, due to the significant time and efforts it takes, not to mention that for some online-tuning systems, the user-generated data can be infinite. There is no doubt that DNN is delivering superior results on image classification, but this success is highly tied to the availability of large-scale annotated datasets. So we can see a big contradiction here.

Standard machine learning algorithms typically assume clean labels and overlook the risk of noisy labels. But recent studies have shown that learning from high proportion noisy labels can significantly degrade the DNN’s classification accuracy [9].

Existing works of learning from noisy data can be roughly divided into two aspects: (1) filtering out noisy labels and learning only from the predicted clean data, (2) designing noise-aware classification algorithms. The first builds one or multiple filter models, e.g., SVM [8] to clean the data, and only the data instances that predicted label by one or more filters matches its original label, we believe this data instance is clean and can be used to train the classification model. The second type of approach can be summarized by several works, one proposed method is to correct noisy labels to their true labels via a clean label inference step. These methods assume the availability of a small clean dataset to be used [3], [10]. A different approach is to learn directly through noisy data, and in parallel, running a local intrinsic Dimensionality [2] measurement to monitor the stage of training process, to make sure at the end, the test accuracy stabilizes at its highest level [4].

While the recent state-of-the-art solution can have a very good result on noisy label issues, little focus has been given to the online setting with data instances having fluctuating noise levels. Our study presents the initial results on how to build a classifier by selectively and continuously learn from high quality data that leads to a strong classifier.

Figure 1 shows training and predicting process of our system. Training process is triggered by $D_i$: $i$th training batch, the quality model will predict labels for each data instance, if the predicted label matches its original label, we believe this data instance is clean, and will pass it to train classification model, these “clean” data will also be used to train quality model itself, if the predicted label doesn’t match its original label, we will throw the data instance. From $P_i$ to $Y_i^P$ represents predicting process, only classification model is involved in this process.
Fig. 1: System framework. The training process is triggered by every batch of $D_i$. Each bloc represents a machine learning algorithm, the colored arrows on top of bloc represent the coming data used to train the algorithm. $P_i$ represents a batch of data need to be predicted.

(a) Use case of IoT thermostat device (b) Use case of Cluster task failures

Fig. 2: Impact of noisy level on anomaly classification accuracy

II. MOTIVATING CASE STUDIES

As the system for image classification is on developing, we list two study cases from our previous work, to demonstrate the impact of noisy data on anomaly classification detection.

- **Detecting IoT device attacks** from inspecting network traffic data collected from commercial IoT devices [5]. This dataset contains nine types of IoT devices which are subject to ten types of attacks. Specifically, we focus on the Ecobee thermostat device that may be infected by Mirai malware and BASHLITE malware. Here we focus on the scenario of detecting and differentiating between ten attacks. It is important to detect those attacks with high accuracy against all load conditions and data quality.

- **Predicting task execution failures** for big data jobs running at Google cluster [6], [7]. This trace contains a month-long jobs execution record from Google clusters. Each job contains multiple tasks, which can be terminated into four different states: finish, fail, evict, or kill. The last three states are considered as anomaly states. To minimise the computational resource waste due to anomaly states, it is imperative to predict the final execution state of task upon their arrivals.

IoT and Cluster datasets have perspectively 115 and 27 features, 11 and 4 classes. To detect anomalies in each case, related studies have applied machine learning classification algorithms, e.g., k-nearest neighbor (KNN), nearest centroid and multilayer perceptron (MLP) (a.k.a. feed-forward deep neural networks), under the scenario where different levels of label noise are present. Here, we evaluate how the detection accuracy changes relative to different levels of noises. We focus on offline scenarios where classification models are learned from 14000 records and evaluated on a clean testing dataset of 6000 records. We specifically apply KNN, nearest centroid and MLP on IoT device attacks and cluster task failures respectively, and summarize the accuracy results in Figure 2a and Figure 2b.

One can see that noisy labels clearly deteriorate the detection results for both IoT attacks and task failures, across all three classification algorithms. For standard classifiers, like KNN and nearest centroid, the detection accuracy decays faster than MLP that is more robust to the noisy labels. Such an observation holds for both uses cases. In IoT attacks, MLP can even achieve a similar accuracy as the case of no label noises, when there is 50 percent of label classes are altered.

III. PERSPECTIVE

From our new study result, image dataset like cifar-10 (a natural image data set with 10 categories [1]) can also follow the trend with variation of noise level as in Figure 2, the only difference is for image data, the performance of KNN and Nearest centroid algorithms are much worse, only using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with specific configuration could maintain the curve as MLP in Figure 2.

From our current result on implementing our two-layer system on IoT and Cluster dataset, we have concluded that the first layer quality model’s accuracy is very important for online learning scenario. In our framework, the quality model plays the role of domain expert as we mentioned in section I. The ongoing work is to find out what is the minimum initial clean images to learn, so that we can have a reasonable accuracy for quality model to kick-start our system. To evaluate our system, we need to prepare a testing dataset with all clean data, to see how the classification model’s accuracy changes over time.

In a first stage, the result we want to see is that we could use as few as possible initial training data to launch our system, and the classification model’s accuracy could converge to the same level just as we train the classification model without noisy data. Secondly, if the result works as we want, we could still make it better by accelerating the converging speed of classification model. As we described in section I, the data instance, which is predicted as not clean by quality model, is thrown away. That decreases the total training data used for classification model. Quality model is not 100% correct, and its accuracy could also increase over time, we should give a second chance to these thrown data instances in later batches. Furthermore, as considering the problem of overfitting, passing only clean data to classification model may not be the best solution, adding a small proportion of noisy data within clean data could also be worth to explore.
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